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Some Miracles of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW'S) by His Preferred Servant Khadimou Rassoul
To him returns countless Exploits,
Miracles and Wonders undefined
Such as that gazelle that one day spoke to him
or the Iguana that sent salutation
or the bird which honored him like geniuses
Such as the tree that he made walked, he made the rain fell,
the well he did overflow without using any ropes
Such as the tree stump that groaned with affection
[not to break away from Him] or the wolf who came to keep the herd
He gained glory in his night ascent,
when traveling physically and a way proven [to the CREATOR] ...
Glory to the Lord who made the Beloved Prophet travel in the night
So as to be closer to Him and to purify!
He began his nocturnal journey after being duly purified,
generating a perpetual joy amongst the Prophets [whom He visited along the way]
The Journey of the Prophet Integrates mounted on the frame guarantee (AlBourâq)
along with the Faithful (Gabriel) towards the Messengers with Purity ...
[The trip] has put an end to ignorance, revealed its size and its
Stature in the eyes of every pious man
[The Prophets] are off of Purity, when they received him,
they placed him at their head, and he expressed their submission
He appeared as their leader and then, having left them, He outclassed
all at the end of his Ascension
He returned thereby during the night, bringing back more abundant Favors, a heavy rain from the
LORD
He brought in this Journey the Gifts of the Journey
which showered the people with Good and afflicted the perverts
He acquired the Perfection and surpassed all men of God, having
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accessed beyond their limits by a special Divine Favor
He was blessed with the Majesty and Splendour by GOD the MOST HIGH,
the MASTER of the Heavens
---- {MAWAHIBOU-N-Nafih :- "THE GIFTS OF GOD THE BENEVOLENT"}
"...
He had the privilege of miracles that have never been granted to a predecessor which, never, will be a
successor, by the Grace of God, who makes access to the rule
This is one of the Wonders the audible Salutations as he addressed a rock one day, the walking of one
tree to his person and to Him returns also the miracle of one day having split the Moon [before the
unbelievers] by the Grace of the Lord
A screen of clouds, often shaded him, He had the ability to perceive both before him and behind him his
eyes, of course, while sleeping was close, but his heart, never went to sleep .. .
It is also one of his miracles that flies avoided his body and his clothes, as well as the gift to overcome
difficulties by the GRACE of God, who grants the Net (Profit)
It is one of his miracles: the supplication of birds through his grace, a camel who one day complained
to him and gush of clean and abundant water by his honorable hand
One day they heard the glorification of food held in the hand of the best creature and sent him word
one day that a deer certainly a marvel of showing respect due to his Person
The words spoken by an iguana before Him is also part of his Miracles reported by the authentic
sources, the groan of the stump of a tree [where the Prophet stopped and leaned] is also counted
among the miracles of the Noble
Ridwan [The Angel attendant at the Gate of Heaven] used to visit him in devotion, also counted among
his Miracles the shipment of birds sent against the army of presumptuous [Abyssinian]
Indeed, [the year of birth of the Prophet] a pretentious General [appointed Abraha] went to the Holy
Temple of God in order to destroy it, through sheer ignorance towards the MOST GLORIOUS
Also GOD the MOST HIGH, reacted according to His Will and by the grace of the Prophet against the
army of their General [mounted on an elephant] and devoted their plot to failure
All these reckless succumbed under the stones [laid by swarms of birds], The Lord of creatures, took
them to such a mouthful for a hunger
The story of the cave is also one of the miracles of our model - upon him peace of God, who through
him, guide those who are endowed with understanding ...
Indeed, [during the Hijrah to Medina], a spider spun its web next to a pigeon making believe a
development, this device manages to conceal the Prophet and [Abu Bakr] in the cave as if there was
only darkness
Once they get [to the cave] the pursuers unbeleivers in vain for traces of the Prophet who erases the
sins before returning with spite
Yet the Messenger was well within sight inside the cave, along with [Abu Bakr], the Companion
endowed with a prominent sense of responsibility, even though their pursuers saw no one there .. .
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While the protection of God, the Vigilant Guardian, the defender, just as a shield to all the reverent
servant with humility and seeking an inviolable sanctuary from HIM ...
The wind brought relief to the Prophet, like the spears of battle to protect themselves against the
swords, he contented himself with the support of his Lord, He who honors his Servants
O Lord! Grant forever Peace and Salutation to the Prophet Ahmad, to his well-guided family in doing
the same with his Companions. "
----- {JAZBUL QULUB:- "THE ATTRACTION OF THE HEARTS TOWARDS GOD"}

"O Thou who made the great work and who is adorned with the finest qualities!
You constitute the medium through which one reaches God,
He who has the Destiny of all things" -Mawahibou

